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ON THE LIFTING PROBLEM IN P4 IN CHARACTERISTIC p
PAOLA BONACINI
Abstract. Given P4
k
, with k algebraically closed field of characteristic p ¡ 0,
and X  P4
k
integral surface of degree d, let Y  X X H be the general
hyperplane section of X. We suppose that h0IY psq  0 and h
0IX psq  0
for some s ¡ 0. This determines a nonzero element α P H1IXpsq such that
α H  0 in H1IXpsq. We find different upper bounds of d in terms of s, p
and the order of α and we show that these bounds are sharp. In particular,
we see that d ¤ s2 for p   s and d ¤ s2  s  2 for p ¥ s.
1. Introduction
Let X  P4k, with k algebraically closed field of positive characteristic p, be an
integral surface of degree d. Let Y  XXH be the general hyperplane section of X
and consider a surface of degree s containing Y . In this paper we study the problem
of lifting a surface of H of degree s containing Y to a hypersurface in P4 of degree
s containing X . In particular, we suppose that h0IY psq  0 and h
0IXpsq  0 for
some s ¡ 0.
In the case that char k  0 the problem has been studied and solved by Mezzetti
and Raspanti in [14] and in [16], showing that d ¤ s2 s 2 and that this bound is
sharp, and in [15] Mezzetti classifies the border case d  s2  s  2. Other results
concerning the lifting problem have been obtained in characteristic 0 for curves in
P
3 (see [9, Corollary p. 147], [5] and [22, Corollario 2]) and for integral varieties of
codimension 2 in Pn (see, for example, [16] for n  5, [20] for n  6 and [19] for
the general case). In the case that char p ¡ 0 the lifting problem has been studied
for curves in P3 in [1].
In this paper, the starting point is that the non lifting section of H0IY psq
determines a nonzero element α P H1IXpsq such that α  H  0 in H
1IXpsq.
The order of α is the maximum integer m P N such that α  β  Hm for some
β P H1IXps  m  1q. For p   s we need to relate s and m. In particular, in
Theorem 3 we suppose that p   s and we show that:
(1) d ¤ s2  s  2  pn, if s ¥ 2m  3, with pn ¤ m  1 and pn 1 ¡ m  1;
(2) d ¤ s2 if s ¤ 2m  2.
As a consequence, we see that for p   s it must be d ¤ s2. For p ¥ s in Theorem 4
we show that d ¤ s2  s   2, which is the same bound as in the characteristic 0
case. In Example 1 we see that the bounds given in Theorem 3 and in Theorem 4
are sharp.
2. Hilbert function of points in P2
Let us denote by X a zero-dimensional scheme in P2k, where k is an algebraically
closed field of any characteristic. Let HX : NÑ N be the Hilbert function of X and
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let us consider the first difference of HX :
∆HpX, iq  HpX, iq HpX, i 1q.
It is known [4] that there exist a1 ¤ a2 ¤ t such that:
∆HpX, iq 
$
'
'
'
'
'
&
'
'
'
'
'
%
i  1 for i  0, . . . , a1  1
a1 for i  a1, . . . , a2  1
  a1 for i  a2
non increasing for i  a2   1, . . . , t
0 for i ¡ t.
Definition 1. We say that X has the Hilbert function of decreasing type if for
a2 ¤ i   j   t we have ∆HpX, iq ¡ ∆HpX, jq.
The following is a result well known in characteristic 0 (see [6] and [10, Corol-
lary 2]) and proved in any characteristic in [2, Corollary 4.3].
Theorem 1. Let C  P3 be an integral curve and let X be its general plane section.
Then HX is of decreasing type.
The following result will be useful in the proof of the main results of the paper.
Proposition 1. Let X  P2 be a 0-dimensional scheme whose Hilbert function is
of decreasing type. Let us suppose that h0IX ps  1q  0 for some s ¡ 0 and that
one of the following conditions holds:
(1) h0IX psq ¥ 3;
(2) h0IX psq  2 and there exists i P N such that ∆HX ps  iq ¤ s i 2.
Then degX ¤ s2  s  i  1.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation and follows by the fact that the
Hilbert function of X is of decreasing type.
If h0IX psq ¥ 3, then we see that:
degX ¤
sps  1q
2
 
ps 2qps 1q
2
 s2  s  1   s2  s  i  1.
Let h0IXpsq  2 and let us suppose that i  mintk P N | ∆HXps kq ¤ sk2u.
Since HX is of decreasing type, ∆HX ps   kq  s  k  1 for k ¤ i  1 and
∆HXps  kq ¤ s k  2 for k ¥ i. Then:
degX ¤
sps  1q
2
 
i1¸
k0
ps k  1q  
s3¸
ki
ps k  2q  s2  s  i  1.

3. Frobenius morphism and incidence varieties
In this section we show some results about incidence varieties and Frobenius
morphism. First let us recall the definition of absolute and relative Frobenius
morphism:
Definition 2. The absolute Frobenius morphism of a scheme X of characteristic
p ¡ 0 is FX : X Ñ X , where FX is the identity as a map of topological spaces and
on each U open set F#X : OX pUq Ñ OX pUq is given by f ÞÑ f
p for each f P OXpUq.
Given X Ñ S for some scheme S and Xp{S  X S,FS S, the absolute Frobenius
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morphisms on X and S induce a morphism FX{S : X Ñ X
p{S , called the Frobenius
morphism of X relative to S.
Given Pn for some n P N, let us consider the bi-projective space qPnPn and let
r P N be a non negative integer. Let krts and krxs be the coordinate rings of qPn
and Pn, respectively. Let Mr  qP
n
 P
n be the hypersurface of equation:
hr :
n¸
i0
tixi
pr
 0.
Note that in the case r  0 Mr is the usual incidence variety M of equation
°
tixi  0. If r ¥ 1, Mr is determined by the following fibred product:
(1)
M
Mr M
P
n
P
n
FMr
p
pFM q
r
pi
pMr p
F r
where F : Pn Ñ Pn is the absolute Frobenius.
Remark 1. M  PpTPnp1qq, so that by [3, Lemma 1.5] Mr  PpF
rÆ
pTPnp1qqq
and by [7, Ch.II, ex. 7.9] we see that PicpMrq  Z  Z for any r ¥ 0. Moreover,
since we have:
0Ñ O
qPnPn
p1,prq Ñ O
qPnPn
Ñ OMr Ñ 0
and H1O
qPnPn
pm,nq  0 for any m,n P Z by the Ku¨nneth formula [17, Ch.VI,
Corollary 8.13], then any hypersurface V  Mr is the complete intersection given
by g  hr  0 for some bi-homogeneous g P krt, xs.
Let η P qPn be the generic point and and consider gMr : Mr Ñ qP
n. Then g1Mr pηq
is isomorphic to the hypersurfaceHr of P
n of degree pr such that, over the algebraic
closure kpηq of kpηq, pHrqred is the generic hyperplane H of P
n.
Proposition 2. ΩMr{Pn |H  F
rÆTHpp
r
q.
Proof. The sheaf E  F rÆpTPnp1qq  F
rÆTPnpp
r
q is determined by the exact
sequence 0Ñ OPnpp
r
q Ñ OPn
`n 1
Ñ E Ñ 0 and, since Mr  PpF
rÆ
pTPnp1qqq,
by [7, Ch.III, Ex. 8.4(b)] we have also 0 Ñ ΩMr{Pn Ñ pMr
Æ
pF rÆTPnpp
r
qq bOMr
OMr p1, 0q Ñ OMr Ñ 0. When we restrict to H , by the fact that the sequence
locally splits it follows that the following sequence is exact:
0Ñ ΩMr{Pn |H Ñ pMr
Æ
pF rÆTPnpp
r
qq bOMr
OMr p1, 0q|H Ñ OH Ñ 0
(2) ñ 0Ñ ΩMr{Pn |H Ñ F
rÆ
TPnpp
r
q|H Ñ OH Ñ 0.
Since TPnp1q|H  THp1q`OH , then F
rÆTPnpp
r
q|H  F
rÆTHpp
r
q`OH . By
the fact that F rÆTH is stable (see [18, Ch.II, Theorem 1.3.2] and [13, Theorem 2.1])
and that µpF rÆTHpp
r
qq ¡ 0, it follows that HompF rÆTHpp
r
q,OHq  0 and so
by (2) also that ΩMr{Pn |H  F
rÆTHpp
r
q. 
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Now we prove some results about the projection from a hypersurface in Mr to
P
n.
Theorem 2. Let V  qPn  Pn be an integral hypersurface in M such that the
projection pi : V Ñ Pn is dominant and not generically smooth. Then there exist
r ¥ 1 and Vr Mr integral hypersurface such that pi can be factored in the following
way:
V Pn
Vr
pi
Fr pir
where the projection pir is dominant and generically smooth and Fr is induced by
the commutative diagram:
V Vr
M Mr
Fr
j i
FMr
Proof. The proof works as in [1, Theorem 3.3]. Indeed, the proofs of Lemma 3.1
and Proposition 3.2 in [1] works also for qPn  Pn. 
Proposition 3. Let Vr Mr be an integral hypersurface given by:
$
'
'
&
'
'
%
qpt, xq  0
n¸
i0
tixi
pr
 0
such that the projection pir : Vr Ñ P
n is generically smooth. Then pir is not smooth
exactly on the following closed subset of Vr:
Vr X V

xi
pr Bq
Bti
 xj
pr Bq
Bti
| i, j  0, . . . , n


.
Proof. Let P0  pa, bq P Vr be such that Vr is not smooth in P0. Then there exists
λ P k such that:
(3)
Bq
Bti
pP0q  λbi
pr
for any i  0, . . . , n.
If P0 is a regular point, then the projective tangent space TVr,P0 at P0 P Vr is
given by the equations:
n¸
i0
Bq
Bxi
pP0qxi  
3¸
i0
Bq
Bti
pP0qti 
n¸
i0
paixi   bitiq  0
if r  0 and by the equations:
n¸
i0
Bq
Bxi
pP0qxi  
n¸
i0
Bq
Bti
pP0qti 
n¸
i0
bi
pr ti  0
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if r ¥ 1. In both cases the projection on TPn,pipP0q is not surjective if and only if
there exists λ P k such that:
Bq
Bti
pP0q  λbi
pr
 i  0, . . . , n.
This together with (3) proves the statement. 
4. Lifting problem
Let X  P4 be a scheme and, following the previous notation, consider the
projections pMr : Mr Ñ P
4 and gMr : Mr Ñ
qP
4. Let Tr  pMr
1
pXq and:
Irpm,nq  gMr
Æ
 
O
Pˇ4
pmq

bOMr
pMr
Æ
pIXpnqq
for every m, n P Z.
Proposition 4. If Ir  Irp0, 0q and ITr is the ideal sheaf of Tr in Mr, then
Ir  ITr .
Proof. The proof works as in [1, Proposition 4.1]. 
Let X  P4 be an integral surface of degree d. Let Y  X XH be the generic
hyperplane section of X and let Z  Y XK be the generic plane section of Y . Let
IX be the ideal sheaf of X in P
4, IY the ideal sheaf of Y in H  P
3 and IZ the
ideal sheaf of Z in K  P2. Let us consider for any s P N the following maps:
pis : H
0
IXpsq Ñ H
0
IY psq and φs : H
1
IXps 1q Ñ H
1
IXpsq
A sporadic zero of degree s is an element α P cokerppisq  kerpφsq.
Definition 3. The order of a sporadic zero α is the maximum integer m such that
α  β Hm, for some β P H1IXpsm 1q.
Proposition 5. Let α be a sporadic zero of degree s and let h0IXpsq  0. Then
one of the following conditions holds:
(1) degX ¤ s2  s  1;
(2) h0IY psq  1 and h
0IZpsq  2.
Proof. Let q  minti | h0IY piq  0u. So q ¤ s and by hypothesis there is an
integral surface of degree q containing Y that does not lift to an integral surface of
degree q containing X . In particular we have a sporadic zero of degree q for X and
by [21, Theorem 2.1] we get a sporadic zero for Y of degree s1 ¤ q. By [2, Theorem
4.1] this means that there is an integral curve of degree s1 in K containing Z that
does not lift to a surface in H of degree s1 containing Y . However, by restricting
the integral surface of degree q containing Y to K we see that d ¤ qs1.
If s1   s, then we see that degX  degZ ¤ s2  s.
So we can suppose that q  s1  s, which implies that h0IZpsq ¥ 1 h
0IY psq ¥
2. If h0IZpsq ¥ 3, then by Theorem 1 and by Proposition 1 we get degX 
degZ ¤ s2  s  1. So we can suppose that h0IZpsq  2, which implies also that
h0IY psq  1. 
The following result, together with Proposition 5, provides us with the tools for
the proof of the main results of this paper.
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Lemma 1. Let α be a sporadic zero of degree s and order m. Suppose that α
determines a non-liftable integral surface R in H of degree s containing Y and that
IR  pfq for some f P H
0OHpsq. Then for some r P N such that p
r
¤ m  1 there
exist:
(1) fi P H
0OHpsq for i  0, . . . , 4 such that the subscheme of H associate to
the ideal pf, xi
prfj  xj
prfi|H , i, j  0, . . . , 4q is a 1-dimensional scheme E
(which can have isolated or embedded 0-dimensional subschemes) such that
Y  E  R;
(2) a reflexive sheaf N of rank 3 such that we have the exact sequence:
(4) 0Ñ N Ñ F rÆΩHpp
r
q Ñ IE|Rpsq Ñ 0,
being IE|R  OR the ideal sheaf of E.
Proof. Let r ¥ 0 and let Ir  pMr
ÆIX . Given the generic point η P qP
4 and
gMr : Mr Ñ qP
4, we have seen that g1Mr pηq is isomorphic to the hypersurface Hr of
P
4 of degree pr such that, over kpηq, pHrqred  H .
By proceeding as in [1, Theorem 1.2, Step 1 and Step 2] and by Theorem 2 we
see that there exist r ¥ 0 and Vr Mr hypersurface given by:
$
'
'
&
'
'
%
qpt, xq  0
4¸
i0
tixi
pr
 0
such that the projection pVr : Vr Ñ P
4 is generically smooth and, given gVr : Vr Ñ
qP
4, g1Vr pηq is the complete intersection of Hr with a hypersurface of P
4 of degree s
and it is such that g1Vr pηqred  R over kpηq. This means that m ¥ p
r
 1.
Let U  Vr be the subscheme where pVr is not smooth. Then by Proposition 3
we see that:
(5) U  Vr X V

xi
pr Bq
Bti
 xj
pr Bq
Bti
| i, j  0, . . . , 4


.
By proceeding as in [1, Theorem 1.2, Step 3] we see that U  Tr, dimU  5 and
we have for some b ¡ 0:
(6) 0Ñ ΩVr{P4
_
Ñ ΩMr{P4
_
bOMr
OVr Ñ IU |Vr pb, sq Ñ 0,
with IU |Vr  OVr ideal sheaf of U .
Restricting (6) to H , by Proposition 2 we get a surjective map F rÆΩHpp
r
q bOH
OR Ñ IE|Rpsq, with IE|R  OR ideal sheaf of the 1-dimensional scheme E 
U X g1Mr pηqred. Note that E  Tr X g
1
Mr
pηqred  Y . The kernel of the map
F rÆΩHpp
r
q Ñ IE|Rpsq is the sheaf N that determines the exact sequence (4) and
it is torsion free and normal and so it is reflexive. Moreover, by (5) we get
E  V

q|H , xi
pr Bq
Bti
 xj
pr Bq
Bti
|H | i, j  0, . . . , 4


,
where q|H  f , and so the statement is proved by taking fi 
Bq
Bti
|H for any
i  0, . . . , 4. 
Now we can prove the first main result of the paper.
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Theorem 3. Let α be a sporadic zero of degree s and order m and let p   s.
Suppose that h0IXpsq  0. Then:
(1) if s ¥ 2m 3, we have d ¤ s2s pn 1, with pn ¤ m 1 and pn 1 ¡ m 1;
(2) if s ¤ 2m  2, we have d ¤ s2.
Proof. By Proposition 5 we can suppose that h0IY psq  1 and h
0IZpsq  2. In
particular, if s ¤ 2m   2, we get the conclusion. So we suppose that s ¥ 2m   3
and we also see that the surface R of degree s containing Y that can not be lifted
to a hypersurface of degree s containing X is integral. Let IR  pfq in H be the
ideal of R.
By Lemma 1 we see that there exist r P N with pr ¤ m  1 and fi P H
0OHpsq
for i  0, . . . , 4 such that the subscheme of H associate to the ideal pf, xi
prfj 
xj
prfi|H , i, j  0, . . . , 4q is a 1-dimensional scheme E, which can have isolated or
embedded 0-dimensional schemes, such that Y  E  R. Moreover, there exists a
reflexive sheaf N of rank 3 such that we have the exact sequence:
(7) 0Ñ N Ñ F rÆΩHpp
r
q Ñ IE|Rpsq Ñ 0,
being IE|R  OR the ideal sheaf of E. We want to prove that d ¤ s
2
 s  1  pr.
Note that c1pN q  p
r
 s and
(8) c2pN q  s
2
  prs  p2r  degE.
So we see that if N is semistable, by the Bogomolov inequality for semistable
reflexive sheaves and by the fact that degE ¥ deg Y  degX we get the statement.
So we can suppose that N is unstable. Moreover by Theorem 1and by Proposition
1 we can suppose that ∆HZps  iq  s i 1 for any i ¤ p
r. Given g P H0OKpsq
such that f |K and g are generators of IZ in degree s, by [11, Proposition1.4] we see
that f |K and g are the only generators of IZ in degree ¤ s p
r. By this assumptions
we will get a contradiction.
Restricting (7) to K we get:
(9) 0Ñ N |K Ñ F
rÆΩKpp
r
q `OK Ñ IEXK|RXKpsq Ñ 0.
Since N is unstable of rank 3, F rÆΩHpp
r
q is stable and c1pF
rÆΩHpp
r
qq  pr   0,
the maximal destabilizing subsheaf F of N has rank at most 2 and c1pF q   0. By
[12, Theorem 3.1] we see that F |K is still semistable and so it must be h
0N |K  0.
By (9) we see that h0IEXK|RXKpsq ¥ 1, which implies that h
0IEXKpsq ¥ 2 and,
since E XK  Z and h0IZpsq  2, we get that H
0IEXKpsq  2. Since R XK is
integral of degree s and RXK  E XK, we see that degpE XKq ¤ s2.
Recall that for any i, j  0, . . . , 4:
xi
prfj  xj
prfi|H P H
0
IEps  p
r
q ñ xi
prfj  xj
prfi|K P H
0
IZps  p
r
q
where pr ¤ m 1. By the assumption that f |K and g generate IZ in degree ¤ s p
r
we can say that:
xi
prfj  xj
prfi|K  hijf |K   lijg,
for some hij , lij P H
0OKpp
r
q. So:
(10) E XK  V pf |K, lijg | i, j  0, . . . , 4q .
So E XK contains the complete intersection of 2 curves of degree s V pf |K , gq, but
we have seen that degpE X Kq ¤ s2. This implies that E X K is the complete
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intersection V pf |K , gq and so IEXK|RXK  ORXKpsq. So by (9) we have:
(11) 0Ñ N |K Ñ F
rÆΩKpp
r
q `OK Ñ ORXK Ñ 0.
By the fact that h0N |K  0, that R X K is integral and by the commutative
diagram:
0
0 OK OK 0
0 N |K F
rÆΩKpp
r
q `OK ORXK 0
N |K F
rÆΩKpp
r
q
0 0
we get the exact sequence:
(12) 0Ñ OKpsq Ñ N |K Ñ F
rÆΩKpp
r
q Ñ 0.
By the exact sequence:
0Ñ F rÆΩKpp
r
q Ñ O
`3
K Ñ OKpp
r
q Ñ 0
and by the fact that pr ¤ m   1   s
2
we see that Ext1pF rÆΩKpp
r
q,OKpsqq  0
and so N |K  F
rÆΩKpp
r
q `OKpsq. Since F
rÆΩKpp
r
q is stable and:
µpF r
ÆΩKpp
r
qq  
pr
2
¡ µpOKpsqq  s,
we see that the maximal destabilizing subsheaf of N |K is F
rÆΩKpp
r
q. So, since
N is unstable of rank 3, by [12, Theorem 3.1] the maximal destabilizing subsheaf
of N must be a reflexive sheaf F of rank 2 such that:
(13) F |K  F
rÆΩKpp
r
q.
So, being F the maximal destabilizing sheaf of N , we have the following commu-
tative diagram:
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0 0
0 F F 0
0 N F rÆΩHpp
r
q IE|Rpsq 0
IT psq Q IE|Rpsq
0 0 0
where IT is the ideal sheaf in H of a zero-dimensional scheme T and Q is a
rank 1 sheaf such that c1pQq  0. Since Q|K  OK , Q must be torsion free and so
Q  IW for some zero-dimensional scheme W . So we get:
0Ñ IT psq Ñ IW Ñ IE|Rpsq Ñ 0,
by which we get that W  H, because h0IY psq  1. Moreover:
(14) h1IEpnq  h
1
IE|Rpnq  degW  degT
for any n   s and:
(15) h1IEpsq  h
1
IE|Rpsq  degW  degT  1,
because h0IE|Rpsq  0.
Let F  E be the equidimensional component of dimension 1. Then there exists
a sheaf K of finite length determining the following exact sequence:
0Ñ IE Ñ IF Ñ K Ñ 0.
Then we see that h1IEpnq  h
0K for n ! 0, so that by (14) we see that h0K 
degW  degT . Moreover:
h0IEpsq  h
0
IF psq   h
0
K  h1IEpsq   h
1
IF psq  0
and so, since Y  F  E, h0IEpsq  h
0IF psq  1 and by (15) we get:
h1IF psq  h
1
IEpsq  h
0
K  1.
This is impossible and so we get a contradiction. 
Corollary 1. Let h0IY psq  0 and let p   s. If degX ¡ s
2, then h0IXpsq  0.
In the following theorem we see that for p ¥ s the bound for d is indepen-
dent on the the order of the sporadic zero α and coincides with the bound of the
characteristic zero case (see [14] and [16]).
Theorem 4. Let h0IY psq  0, h
0IXpsq  0 and let p ¥ s. Then degX ¤
s2  s  2.
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Proof. The proof works as in Theorem 3. We just need to remark that in the case
p ¥ s it must be r  0, which means pr  1. Indeed, proceeding as in Lemma 1 we
see that we get an exact sequence:
0Ñ IXps p
r
q Ñ IXpsq Ñ IXXHr |Hrpsq Ñ 0,
where IXXHr |Hr  OHr is the ideal sheaf of X X Hr. Since h
0IXXHr |Hrpsq  0
and h0IXpsq  0, it must be h
1IX ps p
r
q  0. By the fact that X is integral we
see that it must be pr   s and so r  0 and pr  1. 
Now we show that the bounds given in Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 are sharp.
Example 1. Let r, p, s P N such that s ¥ 2pr. Let us consider E  OP4pp
r
 2sq `
OP4pp
r
sq`2 and F  F rÆΩP4pp
r
sq. Then, since E_bF is generated by global
sections, by [8] the dependency locus of a general homomorphism ϕ P HompE ,F q
is a smooth surface X  P4 and it is determined by the sequence:
(16) 0Ñ OP4pp
r
 2sq `O`2
P4
ppr  sq Ñ F r
ÆΩP4pp
r
 sq Ñ IX Ñ 0.
Together with:
(17) 0Ñ F rÆΩP4pp
r
q Ñ OP4 Ñ OP4pp
r
q Ñ 0
this implies that h1IX  0, so that h
0OX  1 and X is connected and, being
smooth, X is integral. Moreover, h0IXpsq  0 and by a computation with Chern
classes we see that degX  s2  prs  2p2r.
Let H  P4 be a general hyperplane and let Hr  P
4 be the nonreduced hyper-
surface of degree pr such that Hr|red  H . Then, pF
r
q
1
pHq  Hr. This shows
that we have a commutative diagram:
Hr H
P
4
P
4
pi
i j
F r
So we have:
iÆpF rÆΩP4pp
r
qq  iÆpF rÆpΩP4p1qqq  pi
Æ
pjÆpΩP4p1qqq  pi
Æ
pΩHp1qq `OHr .
This implies that h0pF rÆΩP4pp
r
q|Hr q ¥ 1. In particular, by (16) we see that
h0IXXHr |Hrpsq  0, so that h
0IY psq  0. Moreover, by (16) and by (17) we
see that h1IX ps p
r
 1q  0. This shows that X has a sporadic zero of degree s
and order m  pr  1. So:
(1) if r  0 and s ¥ 2, then pr  1, m  0 and degX  s2  s  2;
(2) if s  2pr   1, then s  2m  3 and degX  s2  s1
2
 s2  s  pr   1;
(3) if s  2pr, then s  2m  2 and degX  s2.
This shows that the bounds in Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 are sharp.
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